Abstract. This note is an application of classification results for finite-dimensional Nichols algebras over groups. We apply these results to generalizations of Fomin-Kirillov algebras to complex reflection groups. First, we focus on the case of cyclic groups where the corresponding Nichols algebras are only finite-dimensional up to order four, and we include results about the existence of Weyl groupoids and finite-dimensional Nichols subalgebras for this class. Second, recent results by HeckenbergerVendramin [ArXiv e-prints, 1412.0857 (December 2014)] on the classification of Nichols algebras of semisimple group type can be used to find that these algebras are infinite-dimensional for many non-exceptional complex reflection groups in the Shephard-Todd classification.
Introduction
The quadratic algebras E n were introduced by S. Fomin and A. N. Kirillov as an algebraic tool to study Schubert calculus and the cohomology of flag varieties in [FK99] . This class of algebras attracted attention in the study of pointed Hopf algebras as they are quadratic covers of certain Nichols algebras B n (and hence are braided Hopf algebras generated by primitive elements). It this framework, the Nichols algebras B n appeared independently in [MS00, Section 5] in larger generality. The Hopf algebra structure on the bosonization of E n with the group algebra was also observed in [FP00] . It was conjectured in [Maj05, 3.1 ] that E n is infinite-dimensional for n ě 6. This question, as well as the question whether B n is quadratic (and hence equals E n ), remain open (cf. [AFGV11, Introduction] ).
Fuelled by the fact that the positive parts u q pn`q of the small quantum groups appear as examples, the question of classifying all finite-dimensional Nichols algebras has been a topic of active research (see surveys [AS02, AS10] ). The classification of finite-dimensional Nichols algebras over abelian groups has been completed in [Hec09] (in characteristic zero). While the classification of finite-dimension Nichols algebras of group type has been completed in the case of a semisimple Yetter-Drinfeld module in [HLV15, HV14] , it remains open in general (see also [HLV15] ).
Generalizations E G of the Fomin-Kirillov algebras (and their corresponding Nichols algebras B G , already defined in [MS00] ), were considered in [Baz06] (these are related to the bracket algebras of [KM04] ) and provide a generalization of the algebras E n (respectively, B n ), which constitute the S ncase, to general Coxeter groups G. The Nichols algebras B G were studied more generally for complex reflection groups G in [BB09] .
‚ In particular, it is possible to consider analogues of B G over the cyclic groups C n , which can be viewed as complex reflection groups (of rank 1), where C n ď GLpCq via a primitive n-th root of unity. As C n is abelian, this class of examples can be study using the machinery of classification of finite arithmetic root systems via the Weyl groupoid [Hec06, Hec09] . ‚ More generally, looking at the non-exceptional series of complex reflection groups Gpm, p, nq in the Shephard-Todd classification [ST54] we can use the results of [HV14] to show that B n is infinite-dimensional for large classes of complex reflection groups (and hence dim E n " 8 for many Coxeter groups). Investigating these two points is the purpose of this note.
In the cyclic group case treated in Section 2, we derive that-similarly to the algebras E n -the Nichols algebras BpY Cn q associated to cyclic groups by the construction of [BB09] also display rapid growth. In fact, they are infinite-dimensional for n ě 5. We see that this class of Nichols algebras gives examples of different types depending on n: some are of Cartan type, others are not, and it is further shown that the associated Weyl groupoid is not of even well-defined in general for these examples, by showing that this e.g. fails for n " 6 already. This means that no convenient PBW bases are available for these algebras in all cases, and the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension is not finite in general. In fact, only for n " p a prime number do we obtain Nichols algebras of Cartan type. We conjecture that the Weyl groupoid exists if and only if n is prime or equal to 4. Computational evidence is used to verify this claim up to n " 1000.
From the point of view of the theory of Nichols algebras, this means that we investigate examples of diagonal type, such that the braiding is given by scalars
where I is an indexing set for a diagonal basis with respect to the braiding and ξ is a primitive n-th root of unity. The classification in [Hec06] can be used to identify for which n such braidings of rank at least two exist that have a finite root system, hence giving finite-dimensional Nichols algebras (which are Nichols subalgebras of B Cn coming from Yetter-Drinfeld submodules). We see that the maximal rank of such a Nichols algebra is three, and they only exist for n divisible by one of the primes p " 2, 3, 5 or 7 (Corollary 2.4, Table 2 ). Note that the classification of pointed Hopf algebras via the lifting method also appear as exceptions [AS10] .
For the case of a complex reflection group G " Gpm, p, nq we see in Section 3 that the rank of the associated Nichols algebra B G equals m{p if n ě 3 or p is odd. Otherwise, the rank is m{p`1. One can see using results of [HV14] that the associated Nichols algebra B G is infinite-dimensional whenever this rank is larger than one, except for the the groups D 2 " Gp2, 2, 2q and B 2 " Gp2, 1, 2q -Gp4, 4, 2q. However, in the B 2 -case, E B2 is also infinite-dimensional according to [KM04] . Finite-dimensionality remains open in cases where the rank of B G equals one. Hence the only open cases left are among the groups Gpm, m, nq with n ě 3 or m odd. A conjecture in [HLV15] would imply that a full list of finite-dimensional elementary Fomin-Kirillov Nichols algebra from non-exceptional complex reflection groups (up to isomorphism) will be given by B G for G " S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 .
The Cyclic Group Case
In the following, we work over a field k of characteristic zero in order to apply [Hec09] . However, the definition and some of the results hold more generally.
2.1. Definitions. We fix a generator g for the cyclic group C n , a primitive n-th root of unity ξ, and let C n ď GL 1 pCq via ξ. Hence C n is an irreducible complex reflection group with reflections g, . . . , g n´1 . The Yetter-Drinfeld module Y Cn " span C xs 1 , . . . , s n´1 y is given by the C n action g¨s i " ξs i and the grading δps i q " g i b s i . We denote the corresponding Nichols algebra of rank n´1 by
This is a special case of the general definition of [BB09, Section 7] for a complex reflection group (cf. [MS00, Section 5]), and the investigation of B Cn will occupy the remainder of this section, while we will look at the more general case G " Gpm, p, nq in Section 3. We refer to the algebras B Cn as Fomin-Kirillov Nichols algebras (or FK Nichols algebras) 1 for C n . We observe that the braidings have the form 
The underlying graph is almost complete, apart from there not being an edge between the vertices labelled ξ i and ξ n´i for all i " 1, . . . , n´1.
Example 2.1. We list the examples of small rank in Table 1 . We recognize the smallest rank cases 1 Note that the original Fomin-Kirillov algebras En are only quadratic covers of their Nichols algebra quotients. It is unknown whether the Nichols algebras themselves are quadratic in the symmetric group case (n ě 6). However, for cyclic groups most relations are not quadratic so we do not consider the quadratic cover.
as follows: B C2 is the positive part of the small quantum group of sl 2 for q "´1, while B C3 is the braided tensor product two copies of the positive part of the small quantum group sl 2 for q " e 2{3πi . The case n " 4 appears in [Hec07,  
where α 1 , α 2 , α 3 are simple roots (corresponding to the generators s αi " s i for i " 1, 2, 3), and α 4 " α 1`α2 , α 5 " α 2`α3 , α 6 " α 1`α2`α3 .
Lemma 2.2. The braiding on the Nichols algebra B Cn is of Cartan type if and only if n " p is prime.
Proof. A braiding is of Cartan type if q ii ‰ 1 for all i, and if i ‰ j, then a ij "´mintr ě 0 | q r ii q ij q ji " 1u exists and satisfies 0 ď´a ij ă ord q ii , i.e. a ii " 2 and pa ij q is a generalized Cartan matrix (cf. [AS00, 1.2]). In the series B Cn this means that we need k such that
in which case we set a ij "´k`1. This division modulo n can always be solved if and only if n is a prime p, in which case we choose 1 ď k ď ord q ii " p. Proof. We can see, using the classification of finite arithmetic root systems [Hec09] , that for n " 2, 3, 4 we obtain finite-dimensional Nichols algebras. The previous observations about the braiding imply that for n ě 5 there always exists a cycle of length n´1 within the generalized Dynkin diagram of the braiding of B Cn . Again using the classification in loc.cit. we find that all such braidings give infinite-dimensional arithmetic root systems and hence infinite-dimensional Nichols algebras.
2.2. Finite-dimensional Nichols subalgebras. The more general point of view to find all braidings of diagonal type which are of the form that
where I is a subset of t1, . . . , n´1u and have a finite arithmetic root system is equivalent to finding the finite-dimensional Nichols subalgebras of B Cn . That is, Nichols algebras that are braided (and Proof. As a proof, consider the explicit list 2 in Table 2 of the indecomposable finite arithmetic 3 root systems of Nichols subalgebras of B Cn that appear in the classification in [Hec09] . As m dividing n implies B Cm ď B Cn , we only list those subsystems that are strictly smaller than the smallest B Cn in which they appear. The list only contains rank 2 systems (cf. [Hec09, Table 1 ] or [Hec08, Table 1 ]) as it is clear that each vertex gives a rank 1 subsystem for any B Cn , and apart from B C4 itself no higher rank systems of this form exist.
We note that the non-existence of finite-dimensional Nichols algebras with connected generalized Dynkin diagram of rank strictly larger than three over cyclic groups was shown in [WZZ14] using results of [Hec09] .
Existence of Weyl groupoids.
Note that the construction of the Weyl groupoid as defined in [Hec06, Section 5], see also [Hec09, Section 2], is valid for a large class, but not all diagonal braidings. It fails if, after reflecting at a vertex, we find that the new scalar q 1 ii " 1. We now investigate the question for which n the Weyl groupoid can be defined for the diagonal type braiding of B Cn .
Lemma 2.5. The Weyl groupoid associated to the braiding on B Cn is not defined at least in the cases where pr divides n, and p is a prime dividing 2r´1.
Proof. First, consider the case n " 6 " 2¨3 separately. In this case, consider e.g. the sub-diagram of the generalized Dynkin diagram and Cartan matrix given bý ξ ξ´1 1ˆ2´2 3 2˙, (2.6) where ξ 3 "´1. The first vertex´ξ is not Cartan and reflecting at it, using the generalized Cartan matrix, gives´ξ´1
Here the second vertex is not Cartan, and reflecting at it gives ξ 0 " 1 at the first vertex. Now let n " pr where p ą 2 is a prime and p does not divide r ą 2. In this case, we can consider the sub-diagram of the form
The first and third vertex are not Cartan as p does not divide r. Note that iterated reflection at these vertices (denoted by s 1 and s 3 ) will leave the first and third, as well as the entries in the first and third row of the Cartan matrix unchanged. Further observe that the reflection s 1 gives the label ξ r 2 at the second vertex, s 3 s 1 gives ξ p2r´1qr . However, if p divides 2r´1, then this vertex has label 1, i.e. the reflection does not exist. Finally, note that if p divides 2r´1, it never divides r as the numbers are coprime.
In particular, we see that B Cn does not have a Weyl groupoid for n " 6, which is the smallest such value. This also fails for multiples of n " 6, 15, 28, 33, 40, 51, 65, 77, 91, etc. We expect this to fail for other non-prime n too as Lemma 2.5 only uses a small part of the reflections for B Cpr . As an example, we provide the full Weyl groupoid for the exceptional case 4.
Example 2.6. The case n " 4 is of standard type, i.e. the Cartan matrix is the same at each object of the groupoid (namely, of type A 3 ). The full Weyl groupoid is displayed in Figure 1 . Here, all endomorphisms are the identity. If an arrow s 1 , s 2 , s 3 is not drawn from some object, then it is the identity on that object. The generalized Dynkin diagrams at the objects are:
Further, b i corresponds to a i where ξ is interchanged with ξ´1.
Computation results. We can use a MATLAB
R script to verify if there are any other n for which the Weyl groupoid does not exists. This is possible, as computing the reflection in the Weyl groupoid (cf. [Hec06, (13)]) for the braiding of B Cn reduces to mod n computations. We checked that for n ď 1000 the Weyl groupoid is only defined for n a prime number or n " 4. This leads to the following conjecture:
Conjecture 2.7. The Weyl groupoid associated to the braiding of B Cn is only defined for n a prime number or n " 4.
The computer check is based on the following method: We do not need to check the statement for n " kr, if the Weyl groupoid does not exist for r. We can also rule out all n " pr for p prime covered by Lemma 2.5 as well as cases where n is prime (in these cases, the groupoid always exists as it is of Cartan type). This implies that the computer will only check the cases n " pq prime pairs p, q from some point onwards (unless the conjecture is false). We found that for most n it is quickest to compute the reflections s j s i s p where p is the smallest prime dividing n and i ‰ j start from 1, 2 and increase until some reflection fails to exist. This can be identified as a situation in which q 1 ii " 1 after applying s j s i s p . Computational complexity is often larger if n " pq for two distinct primes q " p and p ą 2.
Conjecture 2.7 would imply that B Cn has infinite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension for n ě 5 not prime. This follows from the observations in [Hec06, Section 3]. In fact, finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension implies that for i ‰ j the numbeŕ
is well-defined. If q " 1, and q ij q ji ‰ 1, then this is not the case. In our computations for n ą 4 not prime, we obtain that q ii " 1 for some i after reflection, but there always exists j ‰ i with q ij q ji ‰ 0 as the connected components of the generalized Dynkin diagram are preserved under reflection. 3. The General Case G " Gpm, p, nq
We conclude this note by applying classification results for finite-dimensional Nichols algebras [HV14] of semisimple group type to Fomin-Kirillov algebras associated to more general non-exceptional complex reflection groups, which we study here more explicitly. In the rank one case of elementary Nichols algebras, which is not covered by these methods, we include a conjecture derived from [HLV15] .
3.1. Definition and Description. We consider complex reflection groups of the series Gpm, p, nq appearing in the classification of [ST54] and investigate their associated Nichols algebras generalizing the Fomin-Kirillov Nichols algebras. There are also 34 exceptional groups, which we do not consider here.
Definition 3.1. Let m, n be integers and p a divisor of m. The group Gpm, p, nq is defined as all transformations of C n of the form
where θ is a fixed primitive n-th root of unity and ř i ν i " 0 mod p. We denote this group element by θ ν σ. The group Gpm, p, nq naturally acts on C n by definition and contains S n as a subgroup.
Example 3.2. We can recognize some of the classical series of Coxeter groups in Gpm, p, nq:
‚ Gp1, 1, nq " S n ‚ Gp2, 1, nq has θ "´1 and any sign change given by powers ν " pν 1 , . . . , ν n q P C n 2 appears in the group. Hence this groups is the Weyl group B n -C n 2¸S n . ‚ In Gp2, 2, nq the sum ř i µ i " 0 mod 2. Hence this group is D n -C n´1 2¸S n . ‚ The group Gpm, m, 2q gives the Coxeter group I 2 pmq, the nth dihedral group Dih n of order 2n. As a special case, G 2 appears for m " 6.
A full list of reflections S G of G can be given as follows: First, let s " θ ν 1. In this case,
which has a one-dimensional image if and only if ν i " 0 for all but precisely one i, denote k :" ν i . Then, however, we require k " 0 mod p. Hence p divides k. Consider the order d of k modulo m. This is a divisor of m{p. For each d, there are nϕpdq reflections, and their order is d. We denote such a reflection by s k i , it maps x i Þ Ñ θ k x i . Second, if σ " pijq is a transposition, then θ ν pijq is a reflection if and only if ν i "´ν j mod m, and ν k " 0 mod m for all k ‰ i, j. We denote this reflection of order two by θ k pijq, for k " ν i . These two types describe all complex reflections in G. Now, for a given reflection s P S G we specify a choice of roots αs and coroots α s satisfying
For this, we denote generators of the dual space of C n by y 1 , . . . , y n . First, for s k i , we choose
Second, for the reflection θ k pijq, we can choose
It is a not known that finite Gelfand-Kirillov-dimension implies finiteness of the root system, and hence of the Nichols algebra (cf. [Hec06, Section 3]). The Gelfand-Kirillov dimension for B Cp for primes p ą 3 might also be infinite.
To study Fomin-Kirillov algebras associated to G " Gpm, p, nq, we need to understand the conjugation action of reflections on reflections (note that pθ k pijqq 2 " 1).
Following [BB09, 7.8-7.10] can make a convenient choice of DrinpkGq-character λ in order to define the Fomin-Kirillov algebras. This character can be chosen to take values˘1 for Coxeter group. Given a choice of roots and coroots for G, the character λ is determined by g Ź αs " λpg, sqαg sg´1 . We compute its values for reflections (which is sufficient):
where ti, ju X ta, bu " H. Note that the FK Nichols algebra of the cyclic group with m elements considered in Section 2 arises as B G in the case G " Gpmp, p, 1q, while the algebras E n " E Sn are the original algebras studied in [FK99] .
3.2. Semisimple Decomposition. In this section, we consider complex reflection groups G " Gpm, p, nq where n ě 2, i.e. not cyclic groups and work over a field k of characteristic zero. (ii) If n " 2, and p is odd, then the same as in (i) applies. (iii) If n " 2 and p " 2b is even, then B G for G " Gp2a, 2b, 2q has rank a{b`1. The YD summand of order two reflections splits as a direct sum of two submodules V odd ' V even , V even is spanned by tr s | s " θ 2k p12q, k " 0, . . . , a´1u, and V odd is spanned by tr s | s " θ 2k`1 p12q, k " 0, . . . , a´1u.
Proof. This follows from considering the relations (3.6-3.20) and distinguishing cases. Note that the action in the YD modules Y G is given by conjugation up to scalars (given by λ). Hence, in order to find a direct sum decomposition into simples of Y G , we need to determine the conjugacy classes of reflections in G. We write r " s if the reflections r and s are conjugate. First, note that, if p ‰ m, we have reflections of the form s Second, we are given reflections of the form θ k pijq. It is clear from relations (3.7)-(3.17) that these determine a YD submodule, denoted by V 0 . Hence, Y G decomposes as a direct sum
We will treat the cases n " 2 and n ě 3 separately. If n " 2, the module V 0 is only simple if p is odd. To prove this assertion, we consider relations (3.7)-(3.10) and note that by (3.10), θ l p12q " θ k p12q if and only if l, k have the same parity (using conjugation by θp12q if m ą 1, otherwise the assertion is clear). But by (3.8), two reflections θ k p12q, θ l p12q are also conjugate if k " l mod p. This links k and l of opposite parity if and only if p is odd. Since in the n " 2 case these are all relevant " relations, we find that V 0 is simple if p is odd, and splits as a direct sum V odd ' V even of simples if p is even. It remains to show that if n ě 3, we have θ k pijq " θ l pstq for all possible choices of s, t, i, j, k, l. We prove this by distinguishing several cases (assume i, j, s, t pairwise distinct). For example, θ k pijq " θ l pstq for i ă j ă s ă t, or i ă s ă j ă t follows from
using (3.17) and (3.16). The other cases to consider follow using appropriate combinations of the relations (3.10)-(3.17).
3.3. Dimensionality. As the YD module Y G often decomposes as a direct sum of more than one absolutely simple YD module, we can use the classification results of [HV13] in the rank two case, and [HV14] in higher rank cases to determine which G " Gpm, p, nq give infinite-dimensional Nichols algebras B G . This will not provide a complete answer as the rank one case -of elementary Nichols algebras -is not completely solved, but we will be able to derive conjectures from the conjecture made in [HLV15, 1.1].
Lemma 3.5. Let n ě 2. The YD module Y G is braid-indecomposable if and only if G ‰ Gp2, 2, 2q.
Proof. Case 1: Let n ě 3 or p odd so that V 0 from the proof of Lemma 3.4 is absolutely simple. Simple YD modules are braid-indecomposable, so assume m ‰ p. Then Y G contains reflections of the form s
where λ 1 , λ 2 are scalars. This implies that Y G is braid-indecomposable. Case 2: Let n " 2 and p " 2a even. In this case, V 0 " V odd ' V even . It remains to check the case where Y G has rank two, as if the rank is larger than two, there exist reflections of the form θ k i and the computation used in Case 1 can be applied. The rank two case applies to groups of the form Gp2a, 2a, 2q. Consider adpV odd qpV even q:
This vanishes if and only if θ 2 " 1, i.e. m " 2. Hence Y G is braid-indecomposable unless G " Gp2, 2, 2q.
Corollary 3.6.
(i) If n ě 3, then all Gpm, p, nq where the rank of Y G is strictly larger than one give infinitedimensional FK Nichols algebras B G and hence also infinite-dimensional FK algebras E G .
In particular, this is true for all Gpm, p, nq where n ě 3, and m ‰ p. (ii) If n " 2, then all Gpm, p, nq where m ‰ p or p even have that B G is infinite-dimensional, with the exceptions of
Proof. This is an application of the classification results of [HV13, HV14] . Proof of (i), rank Y G ě 3: This uses [HV14, Theorem 2.5], which applies by braid-indecomposability proved in Lemma 3.5 and the fact that complex reflection groups are generated by their set of reflections, which are the support of Y G . Note that in this classification the maximal dimension of a simple YD summand is three, and rank three only appears together with two one-dimensional summands (type β 1 3 ), or one one-dimensional and one two-dimensional summand (type β 2 3 ). However, for n ě 3 there is always an absolutely simple summand of dimension mnpn´1q{2, and the other summands have dimension n. Hence all such Y G of rank greater or equal to three are infinite-dimensional.
Proof for rank Y G " 2: For the rank to be two, assuming that n ě 3, we need m{p " 2. Then there exist a YD summand of dimension n and one of dimension mnpn´1q{2, and dim Y G " n`mnpn´1q{2. According to [HV13,  Table 1 ] all rank two braid-indecomposable finite-dimensional Nichols algebras of rank two have dimension between 4 and 6. No such m, n exist in this case.
Proof of (ii), rank Y G ě 3: If p is odd, we are in this case if and only if m{p ě 3. But then there is a YD summand of dimension m ě 3, while the other summands have dimension two. Again using [HV14, Theorem 2.5], we find that no such braid-indecomposable semisimple YD module has a finite-dimensional Nichols algebra. If p " 2a, we require m{p ě 2 and have two YD summands of dimension 2anpn´1q{4 " a, and at least one of dimension two. Finite-dimensionality can only occur if a ď 2 by the same result. This leaves us to only consider the case Gp4, 2, 2q which either has a skeleton of type α 3 or is infinite-dimensional. It is in fact infinite-dimensional -see Example 3.7(iii).
Proof for rank Y G " 2: If p is odd, we need m{p " 2, and 4 ď m`2 ď 6. This leaves the group Gp2, 1, 2q. If p " 2a, we need m{p " 1 and 4 ď m ď 6. Hence it suffices to consider the groups Gp4, 4, 2q and Gp6, 6, 2q. But following [HV14, Appendix B] Y Gp6,6,2q is not of finite type as there is no skeleton with two dimension three vertices.
To complete the proof, we will treat the unanswered cases Gp2, 1, 2q, Gp4, 2, 2q, and Gp4, 4, 2q in Example 3.7 below. Finally, note that B D2 is finite-dimensional as it is isomorphic to B S2 b B S2 .
Example 3.7.
(i) G " Gp2, 1, 2q " B 2 : We can check explicitly, using the table of actions in [HV13, Example 1.2] that B B2 is isomorphic to a 64-dimensional Hopf algebra with skeleton of type α 2 (cf.
[HV14, B.1]). The simple YD modules V 0 and V 1 (using the notation from Lemma 3.4) have support given by the conjugacy classes tg " p12q, ǫg " θp12qu and th " s 1 1 , ǫh " s 1 2 u, respectively. Here, ǫ " s´1 1 s 1 2 . The characters are given by ρpǫq " ρpgq " θ "´1 and σpǫq " σphq " θ "´1 (using the notation from [HV13] ). Conjecture 3.8. Up to isomorphism, the only finite-dimensional elementary Fomin-Kirillov Nichols algebras B G , for G " Gpm, p, nq, are those of the symmetric groups G " S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 .
Hence, the only finite-dimensional FK Nichols algebras for complex reflection groups Gpm, p, nq are those of S 2 -C 2 , S 3 -Dih 3 , S 4 -D 3 , S 5 , B 2 -Dih 4 , C 3 , C 4 , D 2 -S 2ˆS2 .
Remark 3.9. Conjecture 3.8 is derived from the above results, combined with [HLV15, Conjecture 1.1]. We observe that only G " S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 give elementary Nichols algebras that occur in the table [HLV15, Table 9 .1]. In fact, the support of Y G always generates G, and A n is not a complex reflection group. It remains to check that the examples associated to Affp5, 2q, Affp5, 3q, Affp7, 3q, and Affp7, 5q occurring in the list are not of the form B G . For this, note that the dimensions of the corresponding YD modules are 5 and 7. The only simple YD modules Y G of these dimensions belong to the dihedral groups Dih 5 " Gp5, 5, 2q and Dih 7 " Gp7, 7, 2q. These however correspond to the affine groups Affp5,´1q and Affp7,´1q, which are not isomorphic to the ones listed. In fact, MAGMA computations show that the Hilbert series are H E Dih5 ptq " 1`5t`16t 3`4 5t 3`1 21t 4`O pt 5 q, H E Dih7 ptq " 1`7t`36t 2`1 75t 3`O pt 4 q, (3.32) which differ from all Hilbert series stated in [HLV15, Table 9 .1] in degree two already. The groups Dih 3 " Gp3, 3, 2q and D 3 " Gp2, 2, 3q also give finite-dimensional FK Nichols algebras, however are isomorphic to B 3 and B 4 , respectively. Hence, up to isomorphisms, B 2 , B 3 , B 4 , B 5 would be the only finite-dimensional elementary FK Nichols algebras according to [HLV15, Conjecture 1.1].
Conjecture 3.10. Up to isomorphism, the only finite-dimensional Fomin-Kirillov algebras E G for non-exceptional indecomposable Coxeter groups are those for G " S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 .
Remark 3.11. The only cases left to check in Conjectures 3.8 and 3.10 are among the groups Gpm, m, nq, where n ě 3 or m odd. Recall that the algebra B B2 is finite-dimensional, but E B2 is not. 
